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Tom Stephens 

There are two new and exciting initiatives of your 

Board to tell you about this month.  

The first will improve our communications and 
change the way we look, as the Board has 
established a working group to review and replace 
the Guild website. While the existing site has served 
us for 15 years and has evolved during this period, 
it’s time for a serious overhaul. Just as the Guild has 
updated its projection and studio equipment and the 
newsletter is continually being reworked, so will the 
website be updated in content, design, and 

functionality.  

The group has already met once and will be 
consulting members via questionnaire in the next 
few weeks regarding your website use and wishes. 
The plan is to report survey results back to members 
and have a discussion at the start of the general 
meeting in May. The work group is under the 
leadership of Frank Myers and is lucky to have 

members with deep experience in website design – 
Atchuta Alapati, Leo Altamirano, Adam 
Filipowicz, and Paul Sparrow. Watch your email 

for a short but important survey on the website.  

The second initiative grows out of discussions 
between Kirk Johnston and Anne Brownell of Art 
etc. and nicely illustrates one of the benefits of being 
part of the Burlington Art Centre. As described by 
Anne at our March general meeting, Art etc. is 
undertaking a serious upgrade to its art marketing 
program and has offered Latow exclusive access to 
the photography side of this. A steering group 
established by the Board has already met several 
times to develop guidelines and procedures; it 
consists of Rolly Astrom, Glen Jones, Kirk 
Johnston, Dave Lawson and myself. The goal is to 

The Prez sez... 

provide three products to Art etc.:  a large format 
book with approximately 100 images by 10-12 
photographers; a pool of several hundred additional 
images, searchable by keyword; and a roster of 

capable and responsive members who may be 
contacted for wanted images from time to time. The 
book is the first item to be prepared. Look for a call 

for images in the next few weeks.  

Both initiatives will succeed because of the time and 
talent donated by members. Volunteering is what 
keeps us going; it’s who we are at Latow. Elsewhere 
in this issue, you’ll find a listing of the awards being 
presented for service to the Guild and to the BAC. 
Congratulations and thanks to all recipients.  

Monday’s fieldtrip/workshop with Mike 
Grandmaison is sold out, but  there are still tickets 
available for all other events on Latow’s Annual 
Photography Weekend, coming up April 13th to 
15th. See page 2 for more news of this great 

weekend.  
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April at a Glance  

Tuesday, April 2 General Meeting: 

Evaluation #4 results 

Tuesday, April 9 Photo Art Group: guest 

speaker, Reinhard 

Reitzenstein  

Tuesday, April 16 Digital Group: “Bring 

an Image Night” 

Annual Awards entries 

due! 

Tuesday, April 23 Black & White Group, 

Guest speaker Mike 

Wilde 

Tuesday, April 30 New Exposures. Bring 

a before-after image! 

Other events:  

March 28 to Apr. 24 Members’ Exhibition in 

Fireside Room 

Monday, April 1 Juried Show judging 

April 6 to May 5 Juried Show in Perry 

Gallery 

Thursday, April 11 Board Meeting 

Saturday, April 13 to 

Monday April 14 

Annual Photography 

Weekend with Mike 

Grandmaison 

Sunday, April 21 Juried Show Reception 

with juror’s feedback 

for all participants 

This Month . . . 
Got your tickets for the Annual 

Photography Weekend?  
Our biggest event and most important fundraiser is 
just  a couple of weeks away. Monday’s field trip and 
workshop is sold out, but tickets are still available for 
Sunday’s mini-seminars, Saturday’s seminar (both 

with Mike Grandmaison) and the AV Festival. 

Sunday’s half-day events are designed for those 
photographers wanting to take their photography to 
a higher level. The morning session focuses on Fine 
Art, from choice of image, editing to make a fine art 
print, elements of archival quality presentation and  

printing it yourself vs. commercial printing. 

The afternoon session, Putting your Best Foot 
Forward, will explore selecting images to share, 
photo-sharing sites, design considerations for 
websites and books, creating and maintaining a 
website, photo contests, juried exhibitions, pricing 
and market opportunities. These sessions are just 

$40 each and you can attend one or both.  

Saturday evening’s AV Festival is a perennial crowd-
pleaser, and not only with serious photographers. 
Why not bring along friends who may just appreciate 
some great images combined with music to create a 

great evening of entertainment. 

So if you haven’t purchased tickets yet, don’t delay. 
We hope to sell out the Sunday events, which have 
room for only 50 participants. And don’t forget 

members receive a 15% discount on all events! 

Photo Art Group—April 9th 

Joh. Friedrich, Photo Art Coordinator 

We have done the assignment and a great showing 
it was. The next step is to come and listen to 

Reinhard Reitzenstein.  

He is the artist who exhibited his version of ZOOM in 
the Lee Chin Gallery. He will be our guest speaker 

on April 9th at the usual time and place.  

Bring your questions about his work and his 
perceptions about art. He will want you to 
participate. So lets all show up and give him an 

audience worthy of his work. 

Digital Group—April 16th  
Paul Sparrow, Digital Group Coordinator 

Due to a delay with my guest speaker I’m going to 

switch the April and May meetings around. 

April 16th will be the “Bring an Image Night” where 
members are to bring images they’ve created and 

show the group how they created them. 

Bring your images and I’ll put them on the computer 
and you get to show the group how you created 
them, what special techniques you used or enlighten 
us on the procedures you've developed to bring your 

creations to life.  

Being the “Digital Group” the idea is to reveal not 
only how you did it photographically but how you 
used Photoshop or other programs like Lightroom to 
create the final result. Bring “layered” versions of 
your files so you can show us behind the scenes into 
the making of your images and the before and after 

versions. 

Looking forward to seeing you all on the 16th. 

http://www.grandmaison.mb.ca/
http://www.latowseminar.com
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Members' News 
McMaster Innovation Park is opening its 11th Exhibit 
and Spring Collection on April 4th from 7-9 pm. 
Among the 95 artists with work in this juried show 
are Ort Baldauf, Gary Beaudoin, Beth Ben,  
John Pingree, and Tom Stephens. Everyone is 
welcome, especially if you bring a canned food item 

for the food drive. 

Limited space is available in two 6-week Adobe 
Lightroom 4 Courses being presented by Ed 
Eastman. Courses start on April 2nd and May 15th.   
Price: $180. For course outline and details, go to 
w w w . a m i n d s e y e . c o m  o r  e m a i l 

edward@amindseye.com. 

Wayne Elliott’s image, Faded Dream was accepted 
by the 37th Greater Lynn International Exhibition. 

Greater Lynn is in Massachusetts, USA. 

John Pingree has four prints accepted into the 
Dundas Valley School of Art’s Annual Art Auction. 
John reports that this event is the school’s largest 
fundraiser and features over 1,200 works of art in 

several media. 

Black and White Group—April 23rd 
Don Mallory, Black and White Group Coordinator 

In April, Mike Wilde will join us as a guest speaker to 
present a hands-on session using orthographic film 
in the printing process. Mike is an experienced and 
detail-oriented darkroom user, who joined us last 
year to present the cyanotype alternative printing 
process. He writes the following about the upcoming 

session: 

Orthographic film is blind to red light sources and is 
not very light sensitive. In the darkroom, you can use 
8x10 sheets of it to make masks (enlarged positives) 
and then contact them for negatives. This is a 
starting point to techniques like contrast reduction 
masks, bas relief effects, posterization or making 
enlarged negatives without a scanner, which can be 
used for in alternative process prints such as 

cyanotypes. 

Inherently high contrast, it can be used to create 
high contrast negatives, or with dilute developer, a 
conventional range negative. You then develop it by 

inspection under red light to the density you want. 

Sample 35mm rolls, and a stock of 8x10 sheets will 

be donated to the club for user experimentation. 

Mike Wilde will bring samples of all of the techniques 
mentioned, and demonstrate how to work with 
negatives in the darkroom to make enlarged 

positives and negatives. 

Attendees should review the possibilities mentioned, 
and bring in negatives they think may work well for 

these techniques. 

As always, space is limited. Please let me know by  

email if you plan to attend. 

A sweet day at Bronte Creek Maple 

Syrup Festival 
Sandi Yacobucci, Outings Coordinator 

If we could have put an order in for the perfect day 
weather-wise, we could not have done better than 
Sunday March 17th. The sun was shining, fresh air 
gently blowing around us and the smell of maple 
syrup drifting through the crowds of people----a 

perfect way to spend St Paddys Day! 

They say the early bird gets the worm and in this 
case, the early photographers had a chance to hit 
Spruce Lane Farm House with cameras and tripods 
for about a half hour of peace and quiet. The staff 
was so accommodating, opening cabinets, exposing 
the organ keys etc. to ensure we captured the day in 

the fashion photographers would dream of.  

Of course, what would a day at a maple syrup 
festival be if not for the sweet taste of freshly made 
maple syrup on hot pancakes. These were served 
up with choice of bacon, sausage and a hot 
beverage and enjoyed in the warm sun on their 
patio. Did I mention this tasty meal was a total cost 

of $3.00? Can you say, Luck of the Irish? 

It was a wonderful day, with lots of laughs and good 

friends. One could not ask for much more.  

We have been hearing rumblings of attempting 
another outing at Bronte Creek in the spring to 

capture the Trilliums in bloom. Are you up for it? 

Monica, Beth and Sandy enjoy a break from the 
action at Bronte Creek Park’s Maple Syrup 
Festival. The weather was perfect and photo 

opportunities plentiful. 

http://mcmasterinnovationpark.ca/events/calendar/134
http://mcmasterinnovationpark.ca/events/calendar/134
http://amindseye.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=113:adobe-lightroom-course&catid=38:courses&Itemid=59http://amindseye.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=113:adobe-lightroom-course&catid=38:courses&Itemid=59
mailto:edward@amindseye.com
mailto:ImagineMallory@gmail.com
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Member Profile: Tod Ainslie 
Marguerite Botting 

“Re-Seen.”  This is Tod’s 
word that describes 
perfectly the perspective 

of his amazing photos.   

Imagine that you could 
look through a tunnel of 
theatrical gauzy dark 
curtains, where you can 
peer into the past to stand 
in scenes from hundreds of 
years ago. Of course, this 

was Tod’s intention.   

Having a great grandfather who volunteered in the 
Civil War pulled Tod into a search of battlefields and 
remnants of forts where his ancestor and other lost 
souls fought on hallowed ground.  Tod capably 
captures this mystery and the drama because the 
camera iris closes down to show the values and light 

of the ‘past’ with an infinite depth of field.   

As part of a father-son project, Tod and his son built 
his first pinhole camera from cardboard. Tod’s 
passion kicked in as he moved on to develop his 
interest in archaeology and history. Inventing and 
creating more cameras, Tod problem-solved to find 

a particular focus.   

Using imagery to make a statement, Tod has 
photographed local scenes, e.g. Dundurn Castle, 
War of 1812 sites and Civil War battle scenes.  With 
his three self-made cameras, it is evident that Tod 
has integrated all of his interests and talents in his 

touching and beautiful pinhole photos. 

Where do you live?   

I have lived in Burlington for over 35 years.  We 
moved here mainly because of the proximity to my 
teaching job and the beautiful treed streets in our 
area, but we ended up staying because we found a 

true community in our neighbourhood. 

How long have you been a member of Latow? What 
attracted you to Latow and what keeps you coming 

back? 

I joined Latow approximately 6 years ago. I was 
originally attracted to Latow because of its excellent 
darkroom facilities with good ventilation and 
because it had a matte cutter. I stayed because I 

found a community of like-minded artists. 

What kind of camera(s) do you shoot with? 

I shoot with 3 self-designed, self-built pinhole 
cameras.  (Their pictures and descriptions are on my 

website.) 

How would you describe your philosophy regarding 

(a) photography? and (b) post-processing? 

a) When I used 35 mm cameras, I considered 
myself a straight photographer, strongly influenced 
by the likes of Andre Kertesz, Henri Carier-Bresson 
and Bill Brandt. Through them I realized a strong 
leaning toward the surreal blended with the real 
and came to the philosophy that simple, well-
composed photographs of daily life and place, 
which tell a story, are what's important to me.   
When I discovered pinhole photography, I started 
looking more towards architecture and landscape 
from a historic, archaeological sense, and I wanted 
to tie the artefact into time and place so that it told 
the story of the past and the people who had 
occupied it. The pinhole aperture evoked a surreal, 

ephemeral quality that tied all this together.  

b)I use dodging and cropping for aesthetic 
purposes but not to depart from the real image of 
what was there. I allow some present day 
structures to creep into the periphery of the sites, 
to illustrate how the past is not only incorporated 

into the present but it often sits in juxtaposition to it 

Tell us about the photograph you've chosen to 

include in this profile.  

I have chosen the photo of the ford where the British 
crossed from Horse Island to attack Sackets 
Harbour, in New York State. I took it in late 
September 2012. I was prompted to take this photo 
because my great grandfather (a number of times 
removed), Simeon Rogers, had served there during 
the War of 1812 as a volunteer. I knew that he had 
fought in the American Revolution, and it intrigued 
me that he had signed up as middle aged man to be 
a soldier yet again, at Sacketts Harbour. I got there 
on a particularly beautiful day when the cloud 
structure was incredible. However, the heavy 
fortifications that were once there were reduced to 
over-signed and over-curated hillocks with very little 

(Continued on page 5) 

 

Photo: Brooks Reynolds 

http://www.todainslie.com
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sense of what was once there. So, my last hope of 
getting a good photo was in driving along the lake to 
see where the British had landed. Thanks to a 
cottage owner who allowed me onto his property, I 
was able to set up my camera in the extremely 
windy conditions and get this photo that I am very 

pleased with.   

What are your favourite subjects to photograph? 

My favourite subjects are places that have had 
dramatic stories take place in or around them. The 
War of 1812 and the American Civil War have given 

me abundant material over the past almost 15 years. 

Have you had your photographs published? 

Yes.  Here are some representative places my 
photographs have been seen:  Canadian Art 
Magazine, International Architecture and Design— 
Canadian Edition, Photolife Magazine, Fairchild 

Television, the Globe and Mail and the Toronto Star.      

Have you had your photographs exhibited? 

Yes, at the Royal Ontario Museum, (2012-2013); 
Carnegie Art Gallery, Dundas (2013);  Grimsby 
Public Art Gallery (2013); Toronto Image Works 
Gallery (2011);  Doors Open Fort York (2011), the 
Image City Photography Gallery Juried Theme 
Show, Focus, in Rochester, N.Y. (2011); Contact 
Toronto at the Beaux Arts juried show, Brampton 
(2010); the Latow juried show, Burlington (winning 

“Best of Show”, 2008). 

Has your photography become a career or is it a 

hobby?   

It has become a second career. 

Name one thing in your camera bag that is not 

technically equipment. What is its purpose? 

I carry business cards because people are 
constantly drawn to my cameras and want to know 
what I'm doing. I often get into interesting 
conversations with them as a result, and they 
inevitably want to know what my work looks like from 
such a strange-looking camera.  My cards have my 
website address on them so they can look it up 

when they get home. 

Where can we see more of your work?  

It is presently showing at The Royal Ontario 
Museum until April 28, at the Grimsby Public Art 
Gallery until March 31 and at the Carnegie Gallery 

until March 

There is also some of my work on my website at 

todainslie.com 

(Continued from page 4) 

Marketplace 

Nikon equipment for sale: 

 D300 camera with vertical battery grip, 2 

batteries: $700 

 AF-VR 80-400 lens, 1:4.5-5.6: $800 

 DR-6 Rectangular right-angle 

viewfinder: $150 

 D2X camera: $500 

All equipment in mint condition, hardly used! 

Contact Ed Franko  or 905-333-0005 

Photolife Magazine  

Best of Canadian Photo Clubs 

Dear Canadian photo club members, 

We'd like to invite you to share your talent! Send 

us your 3 best shots, to be considered for the 

2013 Best of Canadian Photo Clubs feature in 

the October/November issue of Photo Life. 

Be sure to identify your club on the entry form. 

Each club member who has an image published 

will also be featured in an online gallery on 

photolife.com. Deadline for submission: June 30, 

2013. Click here for more details! 

Haunting Beauties by Wayne Elliott tied for 
top scoring colour print in the third Evaluation 

of the 2013 Latow season. 

http://todainslie.com
mailto:efranko2@cogeco.ca
http://photolife.com
http://photolife.com/bestofphotoclubs.php
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Apeldoorn – Burlington’s twin city 

Toni and Bill Browning   

In 2003 plans started to twin Burlington with 

Apeldoorn in the Netherlands.  Apeldoorn is located  

about a one hour drive from Amsterdam.  Both cities 

have about 170,000 citizens.  Since 2005, exchange 

visits to the other city have taken place with citizen 

delegations, soccer teams and students. We hosted 

a couple in the fall of 2008 and in April 2010 we 

stayed in their house. 

We arrived the day before Koninginne Dag (Queen’s 

day) which is April 30th. Everyone gets a holiday 

and there are craft/flea markets, parades and 

everyone wears Orange as the Royal Family is from 

the House of Orange. We met the mayor pulling his 

orange canvas cart in the market. 

But there was also a serious side to our trip. May 4th 

was 65th Remembrance Day of the Liberation from 

WWII. A regiment of the Canadian Army liberated 

the city of Apeldoorn. We visited Holten Cemetery, 

where 1,394 Canadian soldiers are buried. We 

brought our own RCMP Mountie on our bus as he 

was attending the ceremony. Veterans were 

present, buses with many Canadian students and 

the Queen’s sister Margriet (who was born in Ottawa 

during the war) was the honourary guest. We 

witnessed a beautiful ceremony which included 

school children placing a flower on every grave and 

at the end a helicopter dropped poppies over the 

graves.  It was very moving.   

May 5 is a holiday to celebrate the liberation and 

party time again. Houses are decorated with signs of 

liberation and Dutch and Canadian flags are on 

display.  

Palace Het Loo is a very large palace built around 

1600 where the Queen stays in the summer. This 

building is open to the public, so we visited the horse 

stalls and garages and then had a tour of the palace 

with gardens at the back which are very  beautiful  

with many fountains and well maintained. 

On the last day of our visit there was a huge parade 

with veterans being driven in old restored military 

vehicles. To this day the Dutch so appreciate the 

help from the many armies and especially the 

Canadians that liberated their country. 
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“Nature is so powerful, so strong. Capturing its 
essence is not easy—your work becomes a 
dance with light and the weather. It takes you 
to a place within yourself.” 

Annie Leibovitz 

On the net 

Wayne Elliott recommends: 

In pictures: Sony World Photography Awards 
features some truly great photography . Winners of 
the 2013 Sony World Photography Awards Open 

and Youth categories. 

Rolly Astrom suggests: 

I love great portraiture and came across an 
Australian photographer named Bill Gekas who has 
a wonderful touch. A master of light, he has a series 
reproducing the work of classic artists using his 

daughter as the subject. Simply awesome.  

From Frank Myers: 

You've got to appreciate a photographer who finds 

beauty in everyday objects. Have a look at 

Vanishing Spirits: The Dried Remains of Single Malt 

Scotch. Ernie Button's ongoing project involves 

photographing the residue in the bottom of emptied 

Scotch glasses. And wouldn't you know it - just as 

various malts have their distinct characteristics of 

flavour and aroma, so do their residues show great 

variation in patterns and colours. Sounds like a good 

excuse to enjoy a wee dram . . . 

Water Colour by Tom Stephens tied for top 
score in colour prints in the 3rd Evaluations of 

the season. It received a score of 25 points. 

BAC/AB Update 
The BAC has announced its annual awards for 

volunteer service to guilds and to the Centre. 

 Fourteen Latow members will receive awards on 

April 25th for their accumulated time and service, 

notably Gary Beaudoin for a Gold award (for 

consistent and significant service), Paul Sparrow for 

3,000 hours, and Virginia Stranaghan for 1,000 

hours. Eleven others reached the thresholds of 35 

and 500 hours. Congratulations and thanks to all! 

Volunteer Hour Awards 

Atchuta Alapati 35 

Gary Beaudoin Gold 

Marguerite Botting 35 

Mark Emmerson 35 

Debbie Forbes 35 

Edward Franko 500 

Dave Lawson 500 

Claudette Mancini 500 

Frank Myers 500 

Andrzej Pradzynski 35 

Paul Sparrow 3000 

Tom Stephens 500 

Virginia Stranaghan 1000 

500 Rob Thorne 

Take this print home! 

This gorgeous print by Mike Grandmaison, 

framed by Latow's own Don Corby, can be 

yours. Draw tickets will be sold at the Seminar on 

April 13th for $10 or 3 for $20. All proceeds will 

go to Camelot Centre, a creative day program in 

Burlington for intellectually disabled adults. 

Thanks to Don and Mike for their generosity. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/go/em/fr/-/news/in-pictures-21828015
http://www.billgekas.com
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2013/03/18/174637393/the-wonderful-world-of-whisky-art
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2013/03/18/174637393/the-wonderful-world-of-whisky-art
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A word or two from the editor: 
Just a look at April’s calendar on page 2 illustrates 
that Latow is “not your average camera club”. What 
a great combination of opportunities to learn and to 

show your work!  

Thanks to those who contributed to another 
informative newsletter. Consider this your invitation 
to be involved as a contributor. New content is 
needed every month: travelogues, technical/feature 
articles, members’ news, items for sale, photo 
opportunities, recommended exhibitions and 

websites etc.  

Send your content by email and if you have an idea 
for a longer piece such as a travelogue or feature 
article, get in touch so we can discuss suitability and 

space available. 

Contact your editor Frank Myers.  

Exhibitions and Events 
Art Gallery of Ontario 

Patti Smith, Camera Solo provides a rare 

opportunity to experience a different side of this rock 

icon – best known for her profound influence on the 

nascent punk rock scene in the late 1970s and 80s – 

through her poetic expression in the visual arts. Until 

May 19th. 

Josef Sudek: The Legacy of a Deeper Vision: Czech 

photographer Josef Sudek is regarded as one of the 

legendary photographers of the 20th century with a 

career that stretched over 60 years. His increasingly 

contemplative photographs transformed ordinary 

subjects by uniting his external observations with 

deeply felt sensibilities, creating a unique world of 

his own. More than 175 photographs in this 

exhibition have been selected from Art Gallery of 

Ontario's collection, spanning Sudek's entire career. 

Until April 7th. 

The AGO's commitment to photography recently 
received new emphasis. Be sure to check out the 

ever-growing permanent collection of photography. 

National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa  

Don McCullin: A Retrospective. This exhibition of 

120 black and white photographs by British 

photojournalist Don McCullin traces the artist’s 

journey from working class England to the world’s 

most notorious conflict zones, including Cyprus, the 

Congo, Biafra, Vietnam, Lebanon and Ireland. 

McCullin is part of the tradition of humanist 

photography and war art associated with names 

such as Goya, Dix and Capa. Through April 14th. 

Hot Docs 

Hot Docs, North America’s largest documentary 

festival, is pleased to present its 20th edition from 

April 25 – May 5 in theatres across Toronto. This 

year’s lineup features many films about photography 

and photographers. A brief sample:  

Everybody Street 

Celebrated filmmaker and photographer Cheryl 

Dunn turns her lens on the most infamous and 

influential of New York’s street photographers in a 

behind-the-scenes look at the masters who, over six 

decades, have defined the art form.  

Got a cell phone? Let’s get 

snapping! 
Rolly Astrom 

Another reminder that May is coming folks, but 

there’s still lots of time to get working on some cell 

phone images to present at our general meeting in 

May. I’m hoping to have a lot of yours, otherwise 

it'll be a boring evening looking at all of mine!  

Some apps I've enjoyed in addition to the well 

known Instagram are Snapseed and Vintique. 

Have a look at them and enjoy the experience! 

Which Way Is The Front Line From Here? The Life 

and Time of Tim Hetherington.  

In April 2011, filmmaker and photographer Tim 
Hetherington was killed covering the Libyan civil 
war. In an intimate portrait by those closest to him, 
he’s revealed to be as much a humanitarian as he 

was an artist. 

The Ghosts in Our Machine 

Award-winning photographer Jo-Anne McArthur sets 
out to capture the sentience of animals through 
stunning images that contrast their intelligence, 
quirks and personalities with their brutal treatment 

as property in factory farms and other industries. 

Spring & Arnaud 

At 60, artist Spring Hurlbut is focused on mysterious 
photographs that evoke mortality. Arnaud Maggs, at 
86, is putting his life’s work in order. Spring & 
Arnaud is a breathtakingly tender portrait of two 

artists, their work and their love.  

For a complete listing of films, please visit http://

www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/all. 

mailto:fmyers4@gmail.com
http://www.ago.net/patti-smith-camera-solo
http://www.ago.net/josef-sudek-the-legacy-of-a-deeper-vision
http://www.ago.net/new-art-photography
http://www.ago.net/new-art-photography
http://www.gallery.ca/en/see/exhibitions/events/exhibition_details/4762/lang:en
http://www.hotdocs.ca/
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/everybody_street
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/which_way_is_the_front_line_from_here_the_life_and_time_of_tim_hetherington
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/which_way_is_the_front_line_from_here_the_life_and_time_of_tim_hetherington
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/ghosts_in_our_machine
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/spring_and_arnaud
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/all
http://www.hotdocs.ca/film/title/all
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Latow Board 

President Tom Stephens 

tom@tomstephens.ca  

Vice-President Wayne Elliott 

wayne.elliott48@gmail.com 

Secretary Debbie Forbes 

debbiesforbes@sympatico.ca 

Treasurer Peter Schulze 

pschulze@cogeco.ca  
Directors  Rolly Astrom 

astroms@cogeco.ca 

Ort Baldauf 

omnione@hotmail.com  
Jim Hamilton 

jhhamilton@sympatico.ca  
Glen Jones 

gjones76@cogeco.ca 

Andrzej Pradzynski   
a.pradzynski@cogeco.ca  

Group and Activity Coordinators  

Annual  Seminar Frank Myers fmyers4@gmail.com  

Arts Burlington Dave Lawson, 
 Glen Jones 

info@lawsonphoto.ca 
gjones76@cogeco.ca  

AV Festival Paul Sparrow psparrow@cogeco.ca  

B & W Group Don Mallory djmallory@teksavvy.com  

BAC Communications Ort Baldauf omnione@hotmail.com  

CAPA Bob Walling photos.rwalling@cogeco.ca  

Christmas Potluck Bill Warren  wwarren5@cogeco.ca  

Christmas Sale 
Rolly Astrom,  Glen 
Jones 

astroms@cogeco.ca 
gjones76@cogeco.ca  

Darkroom Lockers Paul MacDiarmid pmacdiarmid@cogeco.ca  

Darkroom  Maintenance Bill Warren wwarren5@cogeco.ca  

Digital Group Paul Sparrow psparrow@cogeco.ca  

Evaluations Virginia Stranaghan evaluations@latow.com  

Fine Art & Craft Festival Keith Marshall kimarshall@cogeco.ca   

Forum (Latow website)  Adam Filipowicz  
adam.filipowicz@gmail.
com 

Fireside Displays, 
Group/Individual 

Bill Warren, Ed 
Franko 

wwarren5@cogeco.ca ef-
ranko2@cogeco.ca  

Juried Show Keith Marshall kimarshall@cogeco.ca  

Kaleidoscope 
Bill Warren, Rolly 
Astrom 

wwarren5@cogeco.ca  
astroms@cogeco.ca 

Membership 
Claudette Mancini,  
Debbie Forbes  

pestarian@cogeco.ca  
debbies-
forbes@sympatico.ca  

New Exposures 
Marguerite Botting, 
Don Munro  

mbotting@cogeco.ca 
dcmunro@cogeco.ca  

Newsletter Frank Myers fmyers4@gmail.com  

One Day in the  
Life of Burlington 

Paul Sparrow, 
Toni & Bill Browning 

psparrow@cogeco.ca  
Toni & Bill: 289-656-1519  

Outings Sandi Yacobucci  syacobucci@gmail.com  

Photo Art Group Joh Friedrich johfried@sympatico.ca  

Studio Group 
Andrzej Pradzynski,  
Dave Fernandes  

a.pradzynski@cogeco.ca 
david.nandes@gmail.com  

Three-Club Evening  Wayne Elliott  wayne.elliott48@gmail.com  

Volunteer hours Ort Baldauf omnione@hotmail.com  

Website Paul Sparrow psparrow@cogeco.ca  

About Latow Photographers Guild 

We meet every Tuesday night at 7:30pm 

from September to June at the Burlington 

Art Centre. General meetings take place 

on the first Tuesday of the month and the 

group meetings on the following 

Tuesdays each month. 

Board meetings are held monthly and any  

Latow member in good standing is 

welcome to attend.  

For more information about Latow, visit 

our website.  
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